Installation Instructions
769601
Door Stay for: YJ, TJ, JK All Years
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Front doors only

Included:
2x Complete wire door stays
2x TJ/YJ mounting brackets
2x JK mounting brackets

2x JK Spacer plates
2x Plastic Collars
(Note: These may come installed in the wire)

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND BE SURE YOU HAVE A CLEAR
UNDERSTANDING BEFORE BEGINNING THIS INSTALLATION

Overview
Installation of this product requires simple tools and replaces the factory door straps using the existing factory hardware. Be
careful not to lose the factory hardware when it is removed as it is required to install the Door Stays and mounts. Once installed
these stays will assist in holding the front doors of your Jeep open under most situations. Parking at extreme angles may affect the
function of the stays, use caution. If removing the doors, disconnect by simply sliding the plastic bushing up and off of the steel
mount.
NOTE: The amount of tension the stays provide can be adjusted if they become loose by carefully compressing the de-tint area of
the wire with pliers. DO NOT OVER COMPRESS.
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Begin by removing the factory footman loop and strap
from the vehicle door. Save the hardware.
Now use the factory screws to install the new footman
loop and stay assembly onto the vehicle door. Be
sure the nuts shown at “A” below are facing away
from the door surface.

Spacer
(Use between body
and mount)

For the JK, the straps cannot be removed and should
be left in place with only the footman loop removed.
Once the stay is installed you may choose to zip tie
the strap/wiring to the stay.
Plastic bushing
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Wire stay
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De-tint

Remove the factory strap retainer under the
dash of the vehicle and retain the fasteners.
Install the correct bracket based on your
application (shown to the right) using the
factory hardware.
NOTE: Be sure to use the provided spacer
between the mounting bracket and the
vehicle body on the JK application only.

TJ/YJ
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Position the door and stay assembly
so you can hook the plastic bushing
onto the installed bracket as shown
above.
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